FireFlies
FireFlies is a video slot
with regular
gameplay. The slot
contains 5 reels, 3
rows and 20 paylines.
All the lines are active
during each spin and
there is no option
available to lower the
number of paylines.
Prizes are won when
at least 3 similar
symbols show up in
succession on a
payline (from
leftmost to right).
Each symbol has its own value. To check a symbol’s value, take a look at the “payout overview”,
which you can find by clicking on the Information sign (located at the slot’s bottom left hand
side).
Only the highest amount won per payline will be paid.

Let’s play!
First determine the bet. Bets can be increased or decreased by using the coin value’s + and button in the game’s bottom right hand corner. The ‘coin value’ is the amount that is being bet
per payline. On both your desktop and your mobile device you can choose between the coin
value €0,01, €0,02, €0,05, €0,10, €0,20, €0,50, €1,00, €2,00 and €5,00. The ‘total bet’ is made
up out of the coin value times the amount of paylines (which is 20). Start the game by using the
round ‘Spin’ button in between the 4 jars at the bottom of the slot.

Wild Symbol
When a Wild Symbol appears, it substitutes all symbols except Scatter
Symbols. When a Wild Symbol appears during Bonus Spins, it will spit
out another random number of mini Wild Symbols.

Scatter Symbol
When 3 or more Scatter Symbols appear anywhere on the reels, you
will receive 5 Free Spins! The bet value of the Free Spins is equal to
the bet value of the spin on which the Free Spins have been won.
When 3 or more Scatter Symbols appear during the Free Spins, you
will receive an additional 5 Free Spins!

Fill the jars
After having a winline, the fireflies of that payline will fly into one of
the jars at the bottom of the video slot. New symbols will appear on the open spots. If you have
4 winlines in succession, all 4 jars will be filled. If no fireflies fly into the jar after a spin, the jars
will be emptied.

Bonus Spins
If you have 4 winlines in succession, all jars will be filled. This will trigger the Bonus Spins and
you will receive 5 Free Bonus Spins!
When a Wild Symbol appears during Bonus Spins, it will spit out another random number of
mini Wild Symbols. The mini Wild Symbols substitute every symbol, except Scatter Symbols.

Fireflies come in swarms
All Bug Symbols may randomly transform into Bug Swarm Symbols at the beginning of any spin,
except during Bonus Spins and Free Spins.

Max bet
The highest possible bet per payline is €5,00 and since there are 20 paylines, the total bet will
then be €100,00 which is defined as the maximum bet. A ‘max bet’ can be set manually by
setting a €5,00 bet per payline at ‘coin value’. The max bet can be switched off at any moment
by decreasing the bet per payline at ‘coin value’.

Adjusting graphics
If you would like to adjust the graphics of the slot, click the ‘Gfx’ button in the
slot’s lower left corner. For a high graphic quality, choose ‘high’. If you prefer to
lower it, choose ‘low’.

Return To Player (RTP)
96.22%

In case of malfunction of the games’ software, all plays and prizes will be void and bets will be
refunded. Please contact the gaming website's customer service when experiencing any
malfunctions in the game.

